Abstract-The development of techniques for monitoring finger movement is becoming increasingly important in areas, such as robotics, virtual reality, and rehabilitation. To date, various techniques have been proposed for tracking hand movements, but the majority suffer from poor accuracy and repeatability. Inspired by the articulated structure of finger joints, we propose a novel 3-D printed optical sensor with a compact hinged configuration for tracking finger flexion. This sensor exploits Malus' law using the attenuation of light transmitted through crossed polarizers. The sensor consists of a single LED, two pieces of linear polarizing film, and a photodetector that detects the changes in polarized light intensity proportional to the angle of finger flexion. This paper presents the characterization of the proposed optical sensor and compares it with a commonly used commercial bend sensor. Results show that the bend sensor exhibits hysteresis error, low sensitivity at small angles, and significant temporal drift. In contrast, the optical sensor is more accurate (±0.5°) in the measuring range from 0°to 90°, and exhibits high repeatability and stability, as well as a fast dynamic response. Overall, the optical sensor outperforms the commercial bend sensor, and shows excellent potential for monitoring hand movements in real time.
. The schematic diagram of the optical sensor. Both the polarizer and the analyzer are two pieces of linear polarizing film, and the photodetector is used to measure the final light intensity.
Additionally, the self-occlusion of the subjects' hands or poor image quality can lead to inaccuracies. By contrast, the glove-based systems measure angular positions directly and are unaffected by finger occlusion. Subsequently, glove-based systems have become the dominant devices for capturing hand motion.
Various sensing elements have been proposed for use in instrumented gloves including resistance sensors, magnetic sensors, and fibre-optic sensors. Resistance sensors include flexible wires [5] , conductive polymer PEDOT: PSS [6] , graphene woven fabrics [7] , silver nanomaterials [8] , liquidembedded elastomer electronics [9] , and stretchable carbon nanotubes [10] . Although the resistance sensors are typically lightweight, flexible, low cost, and suitable for wearable devices, their performance often suffers from signal drift and instability. In general, this problem can be overcome by adopting a time-consuming calibration procedure [9] , [11] .
For magnetic techniques, permanent magnets are used as reference points and the position of the hands with respect to the magnetic sources are detected by magnetic sensors [12] [13] [14] [15] . The magnetic sensors are capable of providing precise hand positioning data, but they are prone to inaccuracies due to interference from the Earth's geomagnetic field or nearby ferromagnetic objects. They also rely on complicated models to convert the readings to relevant angular information [12] , [15] .
Fibre-optic sensors measure the bending angle (flexion) by detecting the attenuation of light passing through the fibre. To improve the sensitivity, optic fibres are made with imperfections [16] or polished [17] . Various types of sensors exist including hetero-core sensors consisting of single mode fibres with two different diameters [18] , Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors [19] , and flexible transducers with silicone rods [20] . These have all been used for tracking human body motion. electromagnetic interference [18] , [20] , [21] . A disadvantage is their lack of mobility due to the use of peripherals such as an optical power meter [18] or a CCD [20] . Lengthy calibration [18] [19] [20] procedures and, in the case of FBG, complex demodulation techniques limit the practicality of fibre-optic systems [19] , [22] . For a user-friendly hand monitoring system, the sensing elements should meet the following criteria: high accuracy, low cost, compact and lightweight structure, and minimal calibration.
To satisfy the above criteria we have proposed and evaluated a novel optical sensor based on the principle of crossedpolarization detection. To the best of our knowledge, such a sensor is the first attempt to be used for monitoring human kinematics. The proposed sensor detects changes in polarized light intensity proportional to the bending angle seen in finger flexion. The sensor has a hinged configuration and is located directly above the finger joint such that it rotates synchronously with the joint. In principle, the output will be independent of the radius of curvature of the joint. This eliminates the influence of joint size unlike the case for conventional flexible sensors. In this paper, we present the characteristics of our optical sensor and compare its performance with a commercial bend sensor (Flexpoint Inc. [23] ) which is widely used to track finger motion [24] [25] [26] .
II. THE PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The optical sensor consists of a single LED light source, a linear polarizer, an analyzer, and a photodetector. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . One surface mounted LED (LTST-C193TGKT-5A, RS Components Ltd.), with a peak wavelength of 535 nm, is employed as the light source. The incident light is initially polarized along the transmission axis of the polarizer, and then partly blocked by the analyzer depending on the analyzer's orientation relative to the polarizer. Both the polarizer and the analyzer are made from commercial linear polarizing sheet (Edmund Optics Ltd), with an extinction ratio of 9000:1 and high transmission from 400 nm to 700 nm. The resultant light intensity is finally detected by a sensitive PIN photodiode (TEMD6200FX01, Farnell element14, UK) with a peak sensitivity at 540 nm.
A three-dimensional coordinate system is defined as shown in Fig. 1 , where the z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the polarizing film. Crossing the polarizer, I 0 is the initial polarized light intensity at θ 0 degrees from the x-axis. Supposing the polarizing film is perfect, the intensity of polarized light passing through the analyzer, I, is given by (1) according to Malus' Law, where θ i denotes the angle between the direction of the light's initial polarization and the analyzer's transmission axis, i.e. the difference between θ 0 and θ 1 .
Therefore, the final light intensity for the optical sensor is proportional to the intersection angle of the transmission axes of the polarizer and the analyzer. The photodiode linearly converts the light intensity into an electric current i (shown as (2)), where k and a are constants depending on the performance of the photodiode and polarizing sheet, and m is the product of k and I 0 .
According to (2), angular rotation can be obtained by measuring the current i.
III. THE SENSOR CONSTRUCTION

A. Manufacture of the Optical Sensor
The first prototype of the optical sensor was described in [27] . Here, we go on to describe miniaturization of the device together with additional performance characterization.
The front and lateral view of the sensor structure is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. The edges require additional smoothing (post fabrication) to reduce sources of friction. The prototype is manufactured by EnvisionTEC's Perfactory Mini 3D Printer. The model is fabricated from Nanoparticlefilled material RCP30 due to its outstanding features including superior stiffness, opaque appearance, and its suitability for building parts at very high resolutions. After manufacture, the small parts including the holders for the LED, polarizer, analyzer, and photodiode are dyed black to increase opaqueness and reduce the effects of ambient light intrusion. The holders for the LED, polarizer, and photodiode are fixed to Wing 1 and the analyzer is housed in another holder placed inside Wing 2. A rotation between Wing 1 and Wing 2 leads to the same rotation between the polarizer and analyzer.
The LED and photodetector are soldered onto doublelayered circular PCB boards with a thickness of 0.4 mm and a diameter of 4 mm. The image of the complete optical sensor is shown in Fig. 2 (e). The outer diameter of the knuckle section is around 4 mm and the width approximately 10 mm, which is suitable for most adults' fingers. Fig. 2 (f) illustrates the optical sensor on the dorsal surface of the finger. The method of the sensor's attachment to the finger or glove will be explored in the future. Based on our design, the sensor wings slide along the glove's surface to replicate the joint's flexion angle when the finger bends.
B. The Sensor for Comparison
Commercial flexible ink sensors from Flexpoint Inc. have been widely utilized in glove-based systems for hand movement detection due to their small weight, low cost, and flexibility. We evaluate the performance of a bend sensor, without an overlamination film, as a reference point for comparison with our sensor. The dimension of the bend sensor is 50.80 mm × 7.00 mm × 0.16 mm as seen in Fig. 3 . This bend sensor consists of very thin and flexible material coated with a carbon/polymer based ink. When the sensor is bent, the ink develops micro cracks resulting in a change of resistance. The manufacturer's design guide indicates a dependence of the sensor's resistance on the radius of the curvature, and this has been experimentally verified elsewhere [28] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Measurement Set-Up
To reduce human operating errors and improve measurement consistency, an automated experimental set-up is built to assess the performances of both the optical and the bend sensor, see Fig. 4 . A 360°continuous motorized rotation stage (NR360S from Thorlabs Inc.
[29]), with one arcsec resolution, is employed to adjust the rotation angles and speeds. The accuracy of the motor is up to 5 arcmin and the maximum speed can be 50°/s when driven by the micro-stepping motor controller (BSC201). This controller offers 409600 microsteps per revolution, i.e. approximately 0.00088°per step. The system components are controlled using ActiveX interfacing technology in LabVIEW together with signal acquisition using a National Instruments data acquisition card (NI USB-6211).
As is shown in Fig. 5 (a) , a pin vice connected with the stepper motor is employed to hold the optical sensor. One of the sensor's wings is clamped, whilst the other wing is allowed to rotate under the guidance of the motorized stage. The bend sensor is fixed according to the method described by Saggio [6] . It is inserted into a plastic sleeve attached to the surface of a plastic hinge as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . One leaf of the hinge is fixed whereas the other is rotated by the motor. The radius of curvature for this bend sensor is 8.5 mm during all of the tests in this paper.
B. Conditioning Circuits
The light intensity passing through the optical sensor varies with the angular rotation whereas the bend sensor exhibits changes in electrical resistance. The conditioning circuits for each sensor are shown in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 (a) , the photodiode (D1), which works in photovoltaic mode eliminating the possibility of dark current, linearly converts the received light intensity to electric current i. The parallel combination of R 1 and feedback capacitor C 1 determines the frequency response of the circuit. The signal is initially amplified by the feedback resistor R 1 , and then modulated further by a second-stage amplifier with a low-pass filter. Finally, the output voltage can be obtained by (3) .
Now substitute for the value of i with (2),
where n and b are constants determined by the amplification factor and the parameters m and a.
A non-inverting operational amplifier circuit (Fig. 6 (b) ) is used for the bend sensor. R s represents the sensor resistance, and R g is a constant resistor and limits the output range. V re f is a reference voltage applied to the positive input. Equation (5) is used to calculate the output voltage. 
C. Performance Under Static Conditions
In this part, the methods for measuring the static characteristics, including nonlinearity, hysteresis, repeatability, and stability, are described for both the optical and commercial bend sensors. A separate coordinate system is defined for each sensor. For the optical sensor, the physical position where the sensor wings line up is defined as 0°. For the commercial bend sensor, the natural flat position is defined as 0°. The rotation in a clockwise direction is a move from a smaller absolute position to a larger one, and the anticlockwise rotation denotes the opposite.
The measurements are conducted under the same room temperature conditions, the motor performs rotations at 10°/s and data acquisition is carried out at 100 samples per second. Initialization of the system ensures that the 0°position of each sensor is aligned with the zero scale of the stepper motor stage.
In the first test, the sensors are rotated (optical) or flexed (bend) through angles ranging from -20°to 100°and then back to -20°with increments of 5°. For each angle setting, up to 500 samples are taken. This process is repeated five times with an interval of three minutes between each sampling cycle (i.e. 50 steps per cycle, 500 samples per angle step).
The other test focuses on the stability evaluation. Stability is the capacity of a sensor to remain steady under the same measurement conditions. In this test, the sensors rotate to a specific bending angle, and then remain at that position for up to 180 minutes during which data is continuously acquired.
The sensor performances are investigated at bending angles of 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°, successively.
D. Performance Under Dynamic Conditions
The dynamic characteristics of each sensor is assessed by using the stepper motor in continuous mode. In this test, the motor is rotated at the maximum angular acceleration of 70 degrees per second squared allowed by the experimental apparatus. The sensor data is acquired at a rate of 10 kHz in synchronization with the motor controller. Note that C 2 in Fig. 6 (a) is removed to eliminate the delay introduced by the filters during this experiment.
The bend sensor shows a linear performance with a sensitivity of 57 mV per degree above 40°(see Fig. 8 and (6)) whereas the optical sensor is most sensitive for angles between 20°to 70°(see Fig. 7 ). Therefore, we monitor their responses in the range from 40°to 70°where both sensors possess a high signal-to-noise ratio. The measurement procedure involves increasing the angle from 40°to 70°and then back again to 40°for five cycles. A two-second delay is included at the beginning and end of each cycle.
The motor acceleration and the test range, limit the maximum speed of the motor to 45.8°/s. Therefore, we investigate the sensor response at different rotation speeds of 15°/s, 25°/s, 35°/s, and 45°/s. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Sensor Static Performance
In this part, we compare the static performance of both the optical and the bend sensors, and also discuss their nonlinearity, hysteresis errors, repeatability, and stability.
1) Nonlinearity:
By averaging the sampled data at each angle, we obtain the output voltages in both clockwise and anticlockwise rotations. The angular dependence of the output of the optical sensor is shown in Fig. 7 . According to (4) , n is the output span (4.43 V) and b is the offset voltage of this sensor (0.05 V). The theoretical values are calculated and also plotted in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the measured output voltages of the optical sensor are consistent with the theoretical values for both directions of rotation. The degree of average deviation from the theoretical values is 1.2% during the clockwise rotation, and 2.1% during the anticlockwise rotation, so hence most measurement readings fall between 2% of the theoretical values during bidirectional rotations. Although the output voltage should be 0 V in theory when the rotation angle is 90°, an offset voltage of approximately 50 mV exists, as shown in Fig. 7 . There may be several reasons for this including polarizer defects, misalignment of the two pieces of polarizing film, and input bias current of the amplifier.
As is illustrated in Fig. 8 , the commercial bend sensor is insensitive to small bending angles under 20°and demonstrates a piecewise linear performance. Averaging the results in clockwise and anticlockwise directions at each angle, we fit a linear function to two angular ranges, shown as (6) .
where V is the output voltage in volts, and x is the bending angle in degrees.
For the bend sensor, when the measured voltage is converted to an angle using (6), the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 2.0°(over the 20°to 100°measuring range) relative to the motor angular positions (accurate to 0.08°). In contrast, the optical sensor only suffers from a RMSE of 0.5°, much smaller than the bend sensor. In addition, the optical sensor is also more accurate than the FBG sensor (maximum error: 2.0°) [19] , single-mode optical fibre sensor (1.4°) [30] , the embedded hetero-core fibre-optic sensor (0.9°) [18] , and the linear potentiometer (average error: 0.7°) [5] .
2) Hysteresis: Under the specified testing conditions, hysteresis is more apparent in the bend sensor compared to the optical sensor. The following equation is employed to quantify the hysteresis errors [31] .
where V (i) denotes the difference of the sensor outputs between the clockwise and anticlockwise readings at the given bending angle i. V max and V min are the maximum and minimum output voltages in the testing range from -20°to 100°, respectively.
The calculation results show that the hysteresis of the optical sensor is less than 1.07%, with an average of 0.55%, while the bend sensor possesses a hysteresis up to 2.35% (average is 1.02%). Thus the performance of the optical sensor is normally less dependent on the history state than the bend sensor.
3) Repeatability: The Statistical Range (SR) and standard deviation (SD) have been previously used to assess the repeatability of sensors used in glove-based systems [24] [25] [26] , [32] [33] [34] . Here, we use the same numerical methods to quantify the sensor repeatability but under more controlled testing conditions compared to those performed on hand models. At each testing position, 500 voltage measurements are averaged, and then converted to angles using the voltage-to-angle relationship. The difference between the highest and lowest angles measured over five cycles is computed for each testing angle. The mean SR, as well as the overall SD, are listed in TABLE I for both the optical and bend sensors. The repeatability of the bend sensor is only investigated over the 20°to 100°range since the output is undetectable below 20°. TABLE I also includes performance data of sensors reported by other groups. These sensors were integrated into gloves or supports, and the repeatability was investigated by using real hand models. This is likely to produce exaggerated repeatability values compared to the ideal conditions used in our measurements.
From TABLE I, it can be observed that the designed optical sensor has significantly better repeatability than the bend sensor. Other sensors, including fibre optic, Hall Effect, and optical linear encoders, show higher SR and SD but these are obtained under less controlled conditions, i.e. mounted on real hands. The HITEG-Glove, Shadow Monitor, and WU glove, adopting bend sensors from Flexpoint Inc., are more repeatable than the Hall Effect and Fibre optic based glove systems. Our optical sensor, with much better repeatability albeit under ideal conditions, shows great promise as a sensory element for future glove-based systems. 
4) Stability:
Sensor stability was assessed by specifying a fixed bending angle and measuring any change in output over an extended period of time. The relative change in output, i.e. drift ratio, was measured for both types of sensor at bending positions of 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°. At each bending state, the values of percentage drift after 10 min, 30 min, 60 min, 120 min, and 180 min (T1-T5) have been superimposed on the drift curve in Fig. 9 . The results in Fig. 9 show that the optical sensor has significantly less drift compared to the bend sensor over the maximum measurement period of 180 minutes. In the case of the bend sensor, there is a clear increase in signal drift with bend angle, i.e. 1.5% to 4.4% with bending from 30°to 90°. In contrast, the optical sensor's drift values are much smaller; the absolute values close to constant irrespective of the bending angle. The larger drift ratio at 90°is a consequence of the very low output signal amplitude compared to the absolute drift value for this measurement. The increased drift in the bend sensor is however indicative of some form of structural relaxation and increases significantly at larger bend angles.
B. Sensor Dynamic Response
The rotation stage moves after receiving a command from the motor controller and then returns a confirmatory message back to the controller. Time delays associated with this communication were not provided by the manufacturer. Therefore, in this work it was reasonable to assume that the communication time delays were small in comparison to the rotation speeds used to simulate joint movement.
In the testing procedure, the motor rests for 2 seconds at 40°, followed by a rapid rotation to 70°, and this is maintained for a further 2 seconds followed by a reverse rotation back to 40°. Fig. 10 shows the dynamic response of both the optical and the bend sensors. The optical sensor exhibits identical behaviour to that of the motor effectively providing an instantaneous response relative to the speeds investigated here (15, 25, 35, 45°/s). In contrast, the bend sensor exhibits an initial time delay (increasing to 0.6 s at 15°/s) followed by a complicated response consisting of a negative to positive time delay transition. There is clearly a problem with mechanical hysteresis with the bend sensor where the final reading does not return to the starting value.
It can be declared that the optical sensor possesses a better dynamic response than the commercial bend sensor under the test velocities investigated here.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The excellent performance of the 3D printed optical sensor reveals good potential as a sensory element for monitoring hand posture and movement. Compared with a commercial bend sensor, the optical sensor demonstrates superior characteristics in terms of accuracy, repeatability, stability, as well as its dynamic response. The designed optical sensor is also more accurate and repeatable in comparison with other sensors reported by several other groups. The compact hinged configuration enables the optical sensor to track the physical bending angles directly without obstructing or restricting normal hand movements. Time-consuming calibration procedures are also not required making it ideal for integration into a glovebased system for tracking hand movements. The optical sensor is suitable for attaching to the dorsal surface of the finger, via a glove, to track flexion or extension. This is consistent with standard practice using clinical goniometers. The optical sensor is designed to operate in the range of 0°to 90°. This measuring range is sufficient for most finger activities, although this will need extending up to 120°if the full range of hand movement is to be achieved. Furthermore, the sensor could be adapted to monitor other parts of body, e.g. the knee, wrist or any other articulating joint. The sensor is restricted to a single axis of rotation and therefore cannot be used to monitor abduction/adduction. A multi-axis sensor is currently being developed to overcome this issue and will reported in a later publication.
The optical sensor has demonstrated good performance under laboratory test conditions. The performance under realworld conditions will depend on many other factors, the most important being the method of mechanical coupling to the hand. Future work will include extending the angular range and degrees of freedom of measurement and test the performance on real hand models.
